
13 Hours From director Michael Bay, 13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers Of 
Benghazi is the gripping true story of six elite ex-military operators assigned 
to protect the CIA who fought back against overwhelming odds when 
terrorists attacked a U.S. diplomatic compound on September 11, 2012. 
When everything went wrong, six men had the courage to do what was 
right. Based on the nonfiction book 13 Hours: The Inside Account of What 
Really Happened in Benghazi by New York Times bestselling author Mitchell 
Zuckoff and Members of the Annex Security Team. Paramount
Kroll Show Season 3 This release collects all episodes from season three of 
The Kroll Show, a sketch comedy series featuring comedian Nick Kroll. Is 
Bobby out of service' Can PubLIZity survive bad hair' Will Dr. Armond find 
love--and his wife's killer' And can there ever be too much tuna' Find out the 
answers and so much more as your favorite characters return for one last, 
epically twisted season. Stars Nick Kroll, Jon Daly. Comedy Central
Anomalisa A lonely motivational speaker goes on a business trip to 
Cincinnati, where he meets an extraordinary stranger who might be able to 
change his negative view of life. This stop-motion-animation feature was 
penned by lauded screenwriter Charlie Kaufman, who also co-directs 
alongside Duke Johnson. David Thewlis, Tom Noonan, and Jennifer Jason 
Leigh provide their voices. Paramount
Shannara Chronicles: Season One The Shannara Chronicles' is a new TV 
series based on the best-selling fantasy novels by Terry Brooks. Set 
thousands of years after the destruction of our civilization, the story follows 
an Elven Princess, Amberle, a half-human half-elf, Wil, and a human, Eretria, 
as they embark on a quest to stop a Demon army from destroying the Four 
Lands. Stars Austin Bell, Poppy Drayton, Ivana Banquero.MTV / Paramount 
Star Trek II The Wrath of Khan It is the 23rd century. The Federation Starship 
U.S.S. EnterpriseTM is on routine training maneuvers and Admiral James T. 
Kirk (William Shatner) seems resigned to the fact that this inspection may 
well be the last space mission of his career. But Khan is back. Aided by his 
exiled band of genetic supermen, Khan (Ricardo Montalban) - brilliant 
renegade of 20th century Earth - has raided Space Station Regula One, 
stolen a top secret device called Project Genesis, wrested control of another 
Federation starship, and now schemes to set a most deadly trap for his old 
enemy Kirk... with the threat of a universal Armageddon! Paramount
Kill Your Friends As the twentieth century breathes its very last, with Britpop 
at its zenith, twenty-seven-year-old A&R man Steven Stelfox (Hoult) is 
slashing and burning his way through London's music industry. Blithely 
crisscrossing the globe in search of the next megahit - fueled by greed and 
inhuman quantities of drugs and alcohol - Stelfox freely indulges in an 
unending orgy of self-gratification. But the industry is changing fast, the hits 
are drying up, and the only way he's going to salvage his sagging career is 
by taking the idea of "cutthroat" to murderous new levels. Well Go
Tarzen Lord Jungle - Season One As the opening narration explains: "The 
jungle: Here I was born; and here my parents died when I was but an infant. I 
would have soon perished, too, had I not been found by a kindly she-ape 
named Kala, who adopted me as her own and taught me the ways of the 
wild. I learned quickly, and grew stronger each day, and now I share the 
friendship and trust of all jungle animals. The jungle is filled with beauty, and 
danger; and lost cities filled with good, and evil. This is my domain, and I 
protect those who come here; for I am Tarzan, Lord of the Jungle! " The 
two-disc collectors set includes all 16 episodes from the series' first season, 
Warner
Toni Braxton The Movie Event Based on her memoir Unbreak My Heart, Toni 
Braxton: The Movie Event follows the seven-time Grammy Award-winning 
R&B icon from her discovery by L.A. Reid and Kenneth "Babyface" Edmonds 
to her recent battle with lupus. In light of surviving a public divorce and 
navigating her son's autism and family struggles, the movie reveals how she 
triumphed over these challenges to become a global inspiration. Lionsgate
June 14
10 Cloverfield Lane Following a car accident, Michelle (Mary Elizabeth 
Winstead) awakens in the basement fallout shelter of a conspiracy-crazed 
man (John Goodman) who claims to have saved her from the wreckage of 
the crash. He also informs her that a chemical attack has devastated the 
surrounding area, rendering the outside world uninhabitable. Emmett (John 
Gallagher Jr. ), who barely made it into the shelter, corroborates this version 
of events, but Michelle remains suspicious. As the dynamics within the 
bunker continually shift, she begins to doubt the truth of both what's 
happening in the shelter and in the outside world. Paramount
Alaskan Bush People Experience the Alaskan wilderness with the 
“Wolfpack” with Alaskan Bush People: Seasons 1 & 2. Hunt, fish, and fight for 
survival with the Brown family in this television phenomenon that has 
become one of Discovery Channel’s highest-rated nonfiction series this year! 
Featuring two complete seasons with 14 episodes on three DVDs for the 
price of one.  Deep in the Alaskan wilderness is a family who, for the last 
thirty years, has lived in the wild. For the Browns, residing in a one-room 
cabin and sharing their front yard with some of the world’s most dangerous 
animals is just part of life. Lionsgate
45 Years As they are preparing to celebrate their 45th wedding anniversary, 
Geoff (Tom Courtenay) and Kate (Charlotte Rampling) are stunned to learn 
that the body of Geoff's ex-fiancée Katya has been found, more than 50 
years after she disappeared during a vacation in Switzerland. This discovery 
prompts Kate to dig more deeply into her husband's previous relationship, 
which leads to further unforeseen revelations in this gripping drama. 
Paramount
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